
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The market and forecast for gambling and key segments of casinos,
lotteries and pari-mutuel betting

•• Factors impacting the gambling market and consumer interest
•• Key players in gambling, competitive strategies and market opportunities
•• What types of bets consumers placed in the past year and their interest in

future betting
•• Casino-style gambling frequency and motivations for casino-style

gambling
•• Consumer attitudes toward gambling, casinos and barriers to gambling

Consumer spend on gambling dipped dramatically (22%) in 2020, driven by
the 27% declines posted in the casino gambling segment. Casino shutdowns
and pauses on sporting events curtailed betting opportunities, and the
insecurity resulting from a global crisis and job losses led to cautious spending.
But the industry made a quick recovery and posted record receipts in 2021,
spurred by the expansion of sports betting largely via remote/digital platforms.

Two thirds of US adults aged 22+ placed bets in the past year. Lottery games
(40%) are the most common bet, followed by sit-down gaming machines (22%).
Interest in future gambling is high, including 38% of non-gamblers showing
interest in gambling in the future. Casino card games experience the largest
gap between current participation and future desire, followed by sit-down
gaming machines, suggesting opportunity for casinos to rebuild an audience.

Money is the leading motivator for and deterrent to gambling. Finances are
top-of-mind during a time of inflation, and consumers will look for items and
experiences deemed worth the expense. Leaning into the entertainment
aspects of gambling will appeal to those looking for escape and indulgence
following years of pandemic-related restriction. In-person venues can boast
experiential elements, such as hospitality and entertainment-related amenities.
Online platforms can focus on gamification, enabling users a sense of
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“The pandemic resulted in
challenges and benefits to the
US gambling industry. A steep
decline in 2020 was quickly
reversed as restrictions
loosened and consumers
warmed to virtual options –
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that capitalized on a well-
timed expansion.”
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accomplishment, even absent of financial gain. Lowering stakes by allowing
small bets; enabling other chances to win (eg loyalty points for participation);
and allowing for non-monetary, points-only play can keep gamblers engaged
during lean times.
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• Lotteries experienced smallest pandemic declines
Figure 11: Total consumer spending and fan chart forecast on
lotteries, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 12: Total consumer spending and forecast on lotteries,
at current prices, 2017-27

• Pari-mutuel segment posts smallest receipts, smallest
projected gains
Figure 13: Total consumer spending and fan chart forecast on
pari-mutuel net receipts, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 14: Total consumer spending and forecast on pari-
mutuel net receipts, at current prices, 2017-27

• Legal sports betting continues to expand, spurring
gambling action
Figure 15: Legal status of gambling types in the US, 2017-21

• Industry takes aim at illegal betting
• Inflation encourages belt-tightening, recessionary fears

may curb spending
Figure 16: CPI changes from previous year ago, 2020-22

• COVID-19 pandemic and new variants could continue to
impact business

• Pandemic accelerates modernization of casino payment
technologies

• Concern over addiction could put limits on advertising

• Overview of key players in casinos
• MGM launches BetMGM to stave off iGaming competition
• Revamped MGM Rewards aims to prevent drift to growing

array of options
Figure 17: Casino gambling and locations in the past 12
months, 2020-22

• Overview of key types of lottery tickets
• Powerball garners the largest participation
• Scratchers aim at attention/appeal via high payoffs

Figure 18: Lottery ticket purchase types in the past 12 months,
2020-22

• Overview of key players in sports betting
• DraftKings leads sports betting engagement, diversifies to

ease reach
• FanDuel also maintains wide range, highlights platform

infrastructure offerings

MARKET FACTORS

KEY PLAYERS
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Figure 19: Sports/fantasy sports betting in the past 12 months,
2020-22
Figure 20: Sports betting platforms – Awareness, 2022

• Mintel Trends
• Casinos increase investment in hospitality and sports
• Hail, sportsbooks

Figure 21: Caesars Entertainment Sportsbook at Harrah’s New
Orleans Tweet, 2022

• Related Trend:&nbsp;Redefining Adulthood
• ESPN launches Women's Fantasy Basketball ahead of the

WNBA season
Figure 22: WNBA Daily Fantasy Sports Tweet, 2021

• Related Trend:&nbsp;The Unfairer Sex
• ICE Poker earns $7.5 million in first three months of

operation
Figure 23: Decentral Games ICE Poker Tweet, 2022

• Related Trend:&nbsp;Alternative Realities

• Two thirds of US adults aged 22+ placed bets in the past
year

• Men are highly engaged gamblers across the board
• Variety exists in gambling engagement across age groups
• Gamblers are equally as likely to gamble in-person as they

are online
• Money draws people to – and keeps them from – casino-

style gambling

• Two thirds of US adults aged 22+ placed bets in the past
year
Figure 24: Bets placed in the past year, 2022

• One third of casino-style gamblers say they have reduced
their gambling
Figure 25: Gambling statements – Change in gambling vs
prior 12 months, 2022

• Even split between in-person and online gambling
Figure 26: Gambling statements – In-person or online, 2022

• A quarter of online gamblers have increased their gambling
frequency
Figure 27: Gambling statements – Change in gambling vs
prior 12 months, by in-person or online, 2022

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE GAMBLING CONSUMER – FAST FACTS

BETS PLACED IN THE PAST YEAR
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• Infrequent gamblers are more likely to do so online
Figure 28: Gambling statements – In-person or online, by
gambling frequency, 2022

• Gender gap most pronounced in sports betting
Figure 29: Bets placed in the past year, by gender, 2022

• Men show a slight preference for online gambling
Figure 30: Gambling statements – In-person vs online, by
gender, 2022

• 25-44s are core gambling audience, sports appeal to
youngest respondents
Figure 31: Bets placed in the past year, by age, 2022

• Close to half of LGA Black adults play the lottery
Figure 32: Bets placed in the past year, by race, 2022

• Sports betting strongly tied to fandom
Figure 33: Bets placed in the past year – Sports, by sports
fandom, 2022

• Nearly a third of casino-style gamblers place bets multiple
times per week
Figure 34: Gambling frequency, 2022

• Men drive gambling frequency, can be nurtured online
Figure 35: Gambling frequency, by gender, 2022

• Four in 10 casino-style gamblers under 45 do so multiple
times per week
Figure 36: Gambling frequency, by age, 2022

• Financial security drives more frequent gambling
Figure 37: Gambling frequency, by financial health, 2022

• Future gambling interest is high
Figure 38: Interest in future betting, 2022
Figure 39: Bets placed in the past year and interest in future
betting, 2022

• 38% of non-gambling LGAs are interested in doing so in the
future
Figure 40: Interest in future betting, by bets placed in the past
year, 2022

• Men want to get to a casino
Figure 41: Bets placed in the past year and interest in future
betting, by men, 2022

• 25-34s show strongest future interest

CASINO-STYLE GAMBLING FREQUENCY

INTEREST IN FUTURE BETTING
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Figure 42: Any betting history and any interest in future
betting, by age, 2022
Figure 43: Bets placed in the past year and interest in future
betting, by ages 25-34, 2022

• 22-24s interested in card games and real-life events
Figure 44: Bets placed in the past year and interest in future
betting, by ages 22-24, 2022

• 65+ would like to head to the casino
Figure 45: Bets placed in the past year and interest in future
betting, by ages 65+, 2022

• Hispanic LGAs want to play in-person card games at
casinos
Figure 46: Bets placed in the past year and interest in future
betting, by Hispanic origin, 2022

• Majority of gamblers do so for the experience, but money
can’t be ignored
Figure 47: Reasons for casino-style gambling, 2022

• Nurturing social networks and fandom can engage frequent
gamblers
Figure 48: Reasons for casino-style gambling, by gambling
frequency, 2022

• Sense of competition is stronger in men, opportunity for
hobby positioning
Figure 49: Reasons for casino-style gambling, by gender,
2022

• Nurture friendly competitive communities among younger
gamblers
Figure 50: Reasons for casino-style gambling – Select items,
by age, 2022

• There’s room to lean into premium experiences
Figure 51: Reasons for casino-style gambling – Select items,
by financial health, 2022

• The vast majority of gamblers prefer to gamble with others
Figure 52: General gambling attitudes – Any agree, 2022

• Frequent gamblers are loyal, but could be swayed by
advertising
Figure 53: General gambling attitudes – Any agree, by
gambling frequency, 2022

REASONS FOR CASINO-STYLE GAMBLING

ATTITUDES TOWARD GAMBLING
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• Celebrity sponsorships of particular interest to sports
betters
Figure 54: General gambling attitudes – Any agree, by bets
placed in the past year, 2022

• Online gambling methods must boost ease of play among
gamblers 55+
Figure 55: General gambling attitudes – Any agree, by age,
2022

• The overall experience is an important motivator for a
casino visit
Figure 56: Motivations for visiting a casino, 2022
Figure 57: Motivations for visiting a casino, by gambling
frequency, 2022

• Casino perks are a strong draw of in-person gambling
Figure 58: Attitudes toward casinos – Any agree, 2022
Figure 59: Attitudes toward casinos – Any agree, by gambling
frequency, 2022

• Casinos can nurture hunger for sports betting
Figure 60: Attitudes toward casinos – Any agree, by bets
placed in the past year, 2022

• Older gamblers can be lured with food, discounts and
entertainers
Figure 61: Motivations for visiting a casino, by age, 2022

• Fear of losing money dissuades vast majority of those who
avoid gambling
Figure 62: Barriers to gambling, 2022

• Women may be drawn in by education efforts
Figure 63: Barriers to gambling, by gender, 2022

• Hispanic response suggests they’d be good at it if they
knew how
Figure 64: Barriers to gambling, by Hispanic origin, 2022

• Understanding the game is key to engagement
Figure 65: Gambling statements – Understanding, 2022

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms

MOTIVATIONS FOR VISITING A CASINO

BARRIERS TO GAMBLING

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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• Abbreviations

Figure 66: Total consumer spending forecast on gambling, at
inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 67: Total consumer spending and forecast on casino
gambling, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 68: Total consumer spending and forecast on lotteries,
at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 69: Total consumer spending and forecast on pari-
mutuel net receipts, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27

Figure 70: Legal status of gambling types in the US as of
December 31, 2021

APPENDIX – THE MARKET

THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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